WEBCAMS
Bring lessons to life with high-quality, standards-based, USB plug-and-play webcams that enhance teaching and learning with crisp video, brilliant color, and improved lighting.

BRIO WEBCAM
Best in class, 4K Ultra HD video, 5x HD zoom, super-wide field of view, built in omni-directional mics
Part #960-001105

C930e WEBCAM
High performing full 1080p, delivers razor-sharp HD video, 90° field of view, 4x HD digital zoom, built in mics
Part #960-000971

C925e WEBCAM
Affordable, razor-sharp full HD 1080p video, 78° field of view, built in mics
Part #960-001075

C920e WEBCAM
Fixed 78° field of view captures a "just-right" view of the user and their environment
Part #960-001384

C505 WEBCAM
With HD 720p video and a long-range mic. Plus, an extra long 7ft (2m) USB-A cable
Part #960-001363

Make lecture capture easy with LOGITECH CAPTURE SOFTWARE

Case Study: Farragut High School
To ensure continuity of learning and promote student engagement in her virtual and hybrid classes, Señora Allison Maldonado, an Advanced Placement Spanish teacher with more than 30 years of teaching experience, turned to Logitech Solutions for Education.

HEADSETS
Create immersive teaching and learning experiences with headsets that deliver crisp, clear sound, eliminate background noise, and are comfortable to wear all day.

ZONE WIRED
Premium sound quality, advanced noise-block
Part #981-000876

ZONE WIRELESS
Exceptional sound with the freedom to move
Part #981-000913

H820e USB HEADSET
Designed for comfort and convenience
Part #981-000516 (Mono)
Part #981-000511 (Stereo)

H650e USB HEADSET
Stylish and sophisticated headset for pro-quality audio
Part #981-000513 (Mono)
Part #981-000518 (Stereo)

H570e USB HEADSET
High-quality, affordable USB corded headset
Part #981-000574 (Stereo)
Part #981-000570 (Mono)
COLLABORATION KITS
Empower staff with tools that support high-quality communication experiences from any location.

PRO PERSONAL VIDEO COLLABORATION KIT
Brio 4K Webcam and Zone Wireless Headset
Part #991-000308

WIRED PERSONAL VIDEO COLLABORATION KIT
UC Zone Wired Headset and C925e webcam
Part #991-000341

CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS
Make learning accessible and fun for all students—regardless of age, learning style, or location.

MEETUP
All-in-one device with 120° field of view, built-in mics with 13' pickup
Part #960-001101

MEETUP WITH EXPANSION MIC
Add an additional 16’ mic pick-up range with the MeetUp + expansion mic
Part #960-001201

RALLY
Capture the whole class with Ultra-HD and 15x zoom
Part #960-001226

ESSENTIAL CREATIVITY & PRODUCTIVITY DEVICES
Create the perfect hybrid workstation or equip your workspace for maximum creativity and productivity.

MX ANYWHERE 3 WIRELESS MOUSE
MagSpeed scrolling, compact low-profile contoured design
Part #910-005833 (Graphite)

SPOTLIGHT REMOTE
Customizable features, connect via Bluetooth or USB
Part #910-004654 (Slate)

MK270 WIRELESS COMBO WITH SILICON COVER
Wireless keyboard and mouse, extended battery life, shortcut keys
Part #920-010025

RUGGED COMBO 3
Durable, integrated keyboard, drop protection.
Part #920-009385

CRAYON
Digital pencil for iPad, kid friendly design
Part #914-000033

UE WONDERBOOM 2
Portable Bluetooth speaker
Part #984-001550
DRIVE ADOPTION AND SIMPLIFY WORKFLOWS WITH ROOM SOLUTIONS

Equip classrooms with everything you need to ensure seamless connectivity to your applications, simplify workflows for educators, and deliver high-quality learning experiences.

Case Study: Appleby College

Appleby College rapidly deployed hybrid classrooms equipped with Logitech video conferencing and Zoom Rooms to support educational continuity with video-enabled distance learning combined with safe, socially-distanced in-class instruction.

LEARN MORE
Case Study: St Michaels College

St. Michael’s hybrid classrooms leverage Logitech video collaboration tools to sustain education excellence and keep students engaged. The team at St. Michael’s has combined in-class participation and remote learning for a model template that educators can emulate in their own classrooms.

LEARN MORE

THE SMARTEST IN THE ROOM

Prepare classrooms for the future of teaching and learning with the Logitech Rally Bar Family of products.

RALLY BAR MINI
Easily accommodate any small room or huddle space.
Part #960-001336 (Graphite)
Part #960-001348 (White)

RALLY BAR
Upgrade the meeting experience with cinema-quality video, outstanding color, and exceptional optical accuracy.
Part #960-001308 (Graphite)
Part #960-001320 (White)

LOGITECH ROOMMATE
Delivers all the power you need for HD video conferencing in rooms with one or two displays.
Part #950-000081